Introduction

1.
Combinators are constructs that can be understood as functions in a certain abstract sense [1] and that are useful as a simplified model of computation. There are two very interesting combinators called S and K, which can be used together to write any computer program (the two together are Turing complete, so can be used as a universal language).
To work with these combinators, we can look at transformations of combinator expressions. This involves starting out with an initial combinator expression, which is made by calling S and K combinators on each other in some order. Once an SK combinator expression has been generated, we apply the rules for evaluating the combinators repeatedly. The rules are to replace K [x_] [y_] with y, and
S[x_][y_][z_] with x[z][y[z]]. So for example, we start out with the expression S[S[S]][S][K][K]
, and running it step by step, we would get order. In applicative order, the rules are applied at each step by scanning once from left to right and applying the rule wherever possible without overlapping. This leads to larger parts of the combinator having the rules applied to them first. In normal order, the rules are again applied from left to right without overlapping, but the parts deepest inside brackets (the arguments of the functions) are evaluated before the outer parts.
Normal order will be used exclusively in this paper. It turns out that there are often combinator expressions that reach a fixed point in normal order but not in applicative order. This is because sometimes there will be a subpart of a combinator that would continuously expand if evaluated over and over, but if that subpart is inside a K combinator, evaluating the K function before the arguments deletes the whole expression that was going to grow before it could begin its continuous growth. For 
example, S[S[S]][S][S][S][S] never stops growing [2], so evaluating K[S][S[S[S]][S][S][S][S]]
in applicative order will never stop growing either, whereas evaluating the same in normal order will cause the expression to become just S and to then stop changing, after just one step. In this case, the K simply deletes the second part containing the potential to grow.
In general, some combinator expressions reach a fixed point and stop changing, which is referred to as "halting," whereas some never stop growing, or begin to continuously loop through a set of states.
This paper discusses how certain patterns in combinator evaluation were discovered. Extra combinator rules based on these patterns were used in attempts to speed up the evaluation of large combinators. Also, experiments were performed to determine the proportion of SK combinator expressions that reach a fixed point before exceeding certain computational limits.
In [3] , the authors created databases of combinator reductions to speed up computation. Here a slightly different approach to finding extra combinator rules for speeding up combinator reductions is used. In [3] , a sort of "multiplication table" was built up of different ways combinators can evaluate, whereas in this paper, combinators up to a certain size were evaluated with different combinator parts being replaced by variables, as described in Section 2. Next there is the matter of applying the rules that were found to combinator expressions. Combinators of various sizes were randomly generated. These combinators were then evaluated, while adding extra rules to see if this sped up the combinator evolution. It is expected that the more steps and the more often rules are applied, the more extra rules would help speed up evolution. Large combinators generally have more rule applications and run for more steps. Larger and larger combinators were tested to look for any speedups.
There is one issue with using large combinators, however, which is discussed more in Section 4. Basically, the issue is that larger combinators were more likely not to reach a fixed point within 300 steps. Generally, only combinators that reach a fixed point were of interest for testing optimizing rules, since the extra rules would likely be used primarily for evaluating halting combinators. (If we were looking at nonhalting combinators, we would presumably want to look at stepby-step evolution, and the extra rules would likely be skipping steps in unpredictable increments.)
Based on some preliminary experimenting into how large combinators evolved, combinators that seemed unlikely to halt in two ways were first analyzed. Combinators that did not halt after a certain num-ber of steps and combinators that did not halt before growing to a certain size were selected. As elaborated more in Section 4, larger combinators do seem to either quickly begin to grow exponentially or to quickly begin evolving in a repetitive way. A small minority of combinators that did neither of these things, but instead grew non-exponentially, but in a complex way for many steps, were ignored. (These are rather interesting combinators; however, it seems especially hard to predict what they will do in the future: whether they will continue having complicated slow growing behavior, whether they will begin growing exponentially at some point, or whether they will in the end exhibit repetitive behavior after all.)
However, even with combinators of size 1000, the extra rules only modestly sped up evaluation. With only S and K rules, Mathematica took an average of 1.20 seconds each to repeatedly evaluate 200 randomly generated size 1000 combinators (these were also selected as combinators that reached a fixed point before reaching either 10 000 iterations or a size of 10 000). With the extra 11 rules, this took 1 The extra rules can be used for speeding up combinator evaluation. However, there is a tradeoff when using them, as more rules can help in skipping steps, but extra rules also generally slow down evaluation. This is due to the interpreter needing to scan for more rule matches.
With only S and K rules, Mathematica took an average of 1.20 seconds each to repeatedly evaluate 200 randomly generated size 1000 combinators that were also selected as combinators that reached a fixed point before reaching either 10 000 iterations or a size of 10 000. With the extra 11 rules, this took 1.13 seconds, and with only one extra rule, S[K] [x_] [y_] ⧴ y, this took 1.06 seconds.
When only one to four extra rules were used, the rule selection and order that were fastest for each were found to be the following:
Interestingly, when looking at all possible rule sets of a given size, the fastest always has the same elements as the rule set one size smaller, but with one new rule added, and in most cases in a different order. Also, the one extra rule that is in all of these fastest rule selec-
[y_] ⧴ y, which again is equivalent to the identity, or "I" combinator I[x_] ⧴ x.
In the graphs in Figure 1 , the x axis represents rules in the order that they show up using the Permutations function. The y axis shows the average time in seconds for evaluating sets of large combinators.
When one of each extra rule was added to extra4, the rule with a fifth extra rule that was fastest was
which took 0.915 seconds to go through all the combinators. This rule set was slower than extra4.
To speed up finding rules of size 7, only rules similar to the fastest rule of size 6, but with one new rule part added, were tested.
The fastest of these, however, was slower than the fastest rule set that has one less rule. The rule was
which took 0.915 seconds to go through all the combinators. This could be due to the fact that extra rules will generally significantly slow down evolution, if the rule has no effect of skipping steps in evaluation. Thus, extra rules can only help in the case of large combinators, and it appears that only up to a certain point do extra rules continue to speed up evolution. Taking into consideration that extra rules had a modest effect on speeding up evolution of size 100 combinators, and that extra rules would slow down the evolution of smaller combinators, in the end only the combinator rule that corresponds to the "I" combinator was added to the actual EvaluateCombinator function.
Random Long-Running Combinators 4.
The way in which large combinators evaluated was investigated in order to learn more about why the rules found only had a modest effect on the speeding up of combinator evolution.
First, the evolution of 400 randomly generated size 100 combinators was run, and most of these combinators quickly did one of two things. They either began growing exponentially or began having repetitive behavior. Only one, in fact, appeared to be doing neither.
First of all, it is known that two of the 16 896 possible size 7 combinators do not reach fixed points, and these combinators grow exponentially [2] . Also, "At size 8, out of all 109 824 combinator expressions it appears that 49 show exponential growth. And many more show roughly linear growth." [2] It seems that this becomes a trend, with even larger combinators being more and more likely to grow at an exponential rate, at least for a large number of steps. This could be partially due to a larger combinator being more likely to contain a smaller combinator part that grows exponentially.
The behavior of larger combinators that do not halt before reaching certain computational limits was investigated. Four hundred random size 100 SK combinators were generated, using SeedRandom [1] as a starting seed for the random combinator generator. These combinators were then evaluated, with evolution pausing when one of three outcomes happened: (1) the combinator evolution reached a fixed point (no longer changed with replacement rules applied); (2) the combinator evolution reached 300 steps; or (3) the size of the combinator went above 2000.
Combinators that led to criterion 1 (reached a fixed point) were filtered out, leaving only combinators that took many steps and/or became very large without halting. Only 66 of the original 400 randomly generated combinators had not halted or had grown too large by this number of steps. These 66 combinators were then evaluated a second time, again for a maximum of 300 steps, but for a maximum combinator size of 200 000, to see if they would halt after reaching this size. Figure 2 shows combinators that did not halt after 300 steps or before reaching size 200 000. Randomly selected non-terminating combinator growth. This shows the growth of randomly selected combinators that were also selected under the criterion that they not terminate after many steps. Figure 3 shows the same plots, but with the natural logarithm taken of each size point, and then with the differences taken between those. It shows that most of the combinators that do grow exponentially still appear to be exhibiting complex behavior. Logarithmic differences of randomly selected non-terminating combinator growth. This shows the growth of randomly selected combinators that do not terminate after many steps. The y axis shows the logarithms of the differences between combinator lengths from step to step.
Of the 66 combinators, 53 appear to have been selected by going above length 2000 before they reached step 200. One of them got above size 2000 but below 200 000 (it reached a maximum size of 3861), but reached a fixed point anyway before step 300. Four of them got to step 300 by beginning to loop through the same few values repeatedly. Six of them began to grow in what appears to be a repetitive pattern. Figure 4 shows the two combinators that appeared to be showing complex behavior without growing exponentially, this time with a cutoff of 2000 steps. They both appeared to show complicated behavior without becoming repetitive or growing exponentially, although the behavior may be nested. It should be noted, however, that the combinators that appeared to be growing at an exponential rate or that seemed to be exhibiting complex behavior even after many steps or reaching a large size could still potentially reach a fixed point if run for more steps or to larger sizes. However, with the limited computational resources given, this was not observed in most of the large combinators.
Random Terminating Combinators 5.
Figure 5 shows 62 combinators selected from 200 randomly chosen size 1000 combinators that did terminate. All of the ones that reached a fixed point did so within 100 steps (one ran for exactly 100 steps). The largest size any of them reached at any time during its evaluation was 154 820 (it ran for a total of 44 steps). 
Frequency of Optimization Rule Usages 6.
This shows what fraction of the time an extra optimization rule (besides the usual S and K rules) was used during the attempt at optimized evolution. The combinators are sorted by how often the rules were used. Each letter corresponds to a different size 1000 combinator. Figure 6 labels the combinator optimization rules. Figure 7 breaks down how often each of these labeled rules is used individually in evaluation out of 100 000 and also shows the number of times out of 100 000 when a part of the combinator evolution does not match any rule. Shows the number of times a rule was used during the evolution of different large combinators. Rules are column labels and combinators are row labels. They are ordered by how many times total a rule (besides the S and K rules) matched, from most to least. S and K rules are third and fourth from the right, and the rightmost column shows the number of subpatterns of combinators that did not match any combinator rule.
These are the rounded number of times a rule was used on average out of 100 000. Out of the numerous possible rules up to size five that could be made to skip combinator evolution, only 11 were not redundant in some way. This made it easier to look through different possible ways to use them for speeding up combinator evolution. In the end, adding too many extra rules also generally slows down evolution, as each rule needs to be compared with all parts and subparts of a combinator expression.
Optimization rules are generally most helpful for combinators that terminate. As for non-terminating combinators, we would most likely want to look at the evolution step by step, and optimization rules would skip steps in a generally hard-to-predict fashion. The majority of large combinators, say of size 100, appear to not terminate. Most begin to grow exponentially rather quickly, and some start exhibiting repetitive behavior. A couple of interesting cases were found where there was no exponential growth, but there also seemed to be less repetitive behavior, and it is unclear whether these will in fact terminate at some point.
